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Summary. This work is the continuation of formalization of [10]. Items from 2.1 to
2.8 of Chapter 4 are proved.
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The articles [13], [7], [17], [14], [4], [15], [16], [1], [18], [20], [19], [5], [6], [2], [12], [21], [3], [8],
[11], and [9] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. PRELIMINARIES

Let X be a set. Note that there exists a subset ofX which is trivial.
Let X be a trivial set. Observe that every subset ofX is trivial.
Let L be a 1-sorted structure. Note that there exists a subset ofL which is trivial.
Let L be a relational structure. Note that there exists a subset ofL which is trivial.
Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure. Note that there exists a subset ofL which is non empty

and trivial.
Let L be a non empty relational structure. Observe that there exists a subset ofL which is non

empty and trivial.
One can prove the following propositions:

(1) For every setX holds⊆X is reflexive inX.

(2) For every setX holds⊆X is transitive inX.

(3) For every setX holds⊆X is antisymmetric inX.

2. MAIN PART

Let L be a relational structure. One can verify that there exists a binary relation onL which is
auxiliary(i).

Let L be a transitive relational structure. Note that there exists a binary relation onL which is
auxiliary(i) and auxiliary(ii).

Let L be an antisymmetric relational structure with l.u.b.’s. Observe that there exists a binary
relation onL which is auxiliary(iii).

Let L be a non empty lower-bounded antisymmetric relational structure. Note that there exists a
binary relation onL which is auxiliary(iv).

Let L be a non empty relational structure and letR be a binary relation onL. We say thatR is
extra-order if and only if:

(Def. 1) R is auxiliary(i), auxiliary(ii), and auxiliary(iv).
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Let L be a non empty relational structure. Note that every binary relation onL which is extra-
order is also auxiliary(i), auxiliary(ii), and auxiliary(iv) and every binary relation onL which is
auxiliary(i), auxiliary(ii), and auxiliary(iv) is also extra-order.

Let L be a non empty relational structure. Observe that every binary relation onL which is
extra-order and auxiliary(iii) is also auxiliary and every binary relation onL which is auxiliary is
also extra-order.

Let L be a lower-bounded antisymmetric transitive non empty relational structure. Note that
there exists a binary relation onL which is extra-order.

Let L be a lower-bounded poset with l.u.b.’s and letR be an auxiliary(ii) binary relation onL.
The functorR−LowerMap yields a map fromL into 〈LOWERL,⊆〉 and is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) For every elementx of L holdsR−LowerMap(x) = ↓↓Rx.

Let L be a lower-bounded poset with l.u.b.’s and letR be an auxiliary(ii) binary relation onL.
Observe thatR−LowerMap is monotone.

Let L be a 1-sorted structure and letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL. A subset ofL is
called a strict chain ofR if:

(Def. 3) For all setsx, y such thatx∈ it andy∈ it holds〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ Ror x = y or 〈〈y, x〉〉 ∈ R.

We now state the proposition

(4) Let L be a 1-sorted structure,C be a trivial subset ofL, andR be a binary relation on the
carrier ofL. ThenC is a strict chain ofR.

Let L be a non empty 1-sorted structure and letRbe a binary relation on the carrier ofL. Observe
that there exists a strict chain ofRwhich is non empty and trivial.

Next we state four propositions:

(5) Let L be an antisymmetric relational structure,R be an auxiliary(i) binary relation onL, C
be a strict chain ofR, andx, y be elements ofL. If x∈C andy∈C andx < y, then〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈R.

(6) Let L be an antisymmetric relational structure,R be an auxiliary(i) binary relation onL,
andx, y be elements ofL. If 〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ Rand〈〈y, x〉〉 ∈ R, thenx = y.

(7) LetL be a non empty lower-bounded antisymmetric relational structure,x be an element of
L, andRbe an auxiliary(iv) binary relation onL. Then{⊥L,x} is a strict chain ofR.

(8) Let L be a non empty lower-bounded antisymmetric relational structure,R be an auxil-
iary(iv) binary relation onL, andC be a strict chain ofR. ThenC∪{⊥L} is a strict chain of
R.

Let L be a 1-sorted structure, letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL, and letC be a strict
chain ofR. We say thatC is maximal if and only if:

(Def. 4) For every strict chainD of Rsuch thatC⊆ D holdsC = D.

Let L be a 1-sorted structure, letRbe a binary relation on the carrier ofL, and letC be a set. The
functor StrictChains(R,C) is defined by:

(Def. 5) For every setx holdsx∈ StrictChains(R,C) iff x is a strict chain ofRandC⊆ x.

Let L be a 1-sorted structure, letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL, and letC be a strict
chain ofR. Note that StrictChains(R,C) is non empty.

Let R be a binary relation and letX be a set. We introduceX is inductive w.r.t.R as a synonym
of X has the upper Zorn property w.r.t.R.

We now state several propositions:

(9) Let L be a 1-sorted structure,R be a binary relation on the carrier ofL, andC be a strict
chain ofR. Then StrictChains(R,C) is inductive w.r.t.⊆StrictChains(R,C) and there exists a setD
such thatD is maximal in⊆StrictChains(R,C) andC⊆ D.
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(10) LetL be a non empty transitive relational structure,C be a non empty subset ofL, andX
be a subset ofC. Suppose supX exists inL and

⊔
L X ∈C. Then supX exists in sub(C) and⊔

L X =
⊔

sub(C) X.

(11) LetL be a non empty poset,R be an auxiliary(i) auxiliary(ii) binary relation onL, C be a
non empty strict chain ofR, andX be a subset ofC. If sup X exists inL andC is maximal,
then supX exists in sub(C).

(12) LetL be a non empty poset,R be an auxiliary(i) auxiliary(ii) binary relation onL, C be a
non empty strict chain ofR, andX be a subset ofC. Suppose inf↑

⊔
L X∩C exists inL and

supX exists inL andC is maximal. Then
⊔

sub(C) X = d−eL(↑
⊔

L X∩C) and if
⊔

L X /∈C, then⊔
L X < d−eL(↑

⊔
L X∩C).

(13) LetL be a complete non empty poset,R be an auxiliary(i) auxiliary(ii) binary relation on
L, andC be a non empty strict chain ofR. If C is maximal, then sub(C) is complete.

(14) Let L be a non empty lower-bounded antisymmetric relational structure,R be an auxil-
iary(iv) binary relation onL, andC be a strict chain ofR. If C is maximal, then⊥L ∈C.

(15) LetL be a non empty upper-bounded poset,Rbe an auxiliary(ii) binary relation onL, C be
a strict chain ofR, andm be an element ofL. SupposeC is maximal andm is a maximum of
C and〈〈m,>L〉〉 ∈ R. Then〈〈>L,>L〉〉 ∈ Randm=>L.

Let L be a relational structure, letC be a set, and letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL.
We say thatRsatisfies SIC onC if and only if the condition (Def. 6) is satisfied.

(Def. 6) Letx, z be elements ofL. Supposex∈C andz∈C and〈〈x, z〉〉 ∈ R andx 6= z. Then there
exists an elementy of L such thaty∈C and〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ Rand〈〈y, z〉〉 ∈ Randx 6= y.

Let L be a relational structure, letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL, and letC be a strict
chain ofR. We say thatC satisfies SIC if and only if:

(Def. 7) Rsatisfies SIC onC.

We introduceC satisfies the interpolation property andC satisfies the interpolation property as
synonyms ofC satisfies SIC.

Next we state the proposition

(16) Let L be a relational structure,C be a set, andR be an auxiliary(i) binary relation onL.
SupposeR satisfies SIC onC. Let x, z be elements ofL. Supposex ∈C andz∈C and〈〈x,
z〉〉 ∈ R andx 6= z. Then there exists an elementy of L such thaty∈C and〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ R and〈〈y,
z〉〉 ∈ Randx < y.

Let L be a relational structure and letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL. One can verify
that every strict chain ofRwhich is trivial satisfies also SIC.

Let L be a non empty relational structure and letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL.
Observe that there exists a strict chain ofRwhich is non empty and trivial.

One can prove the following proposition

(17) LetL be a lower-bounded poset with l.u.b.’s,Rbe an auxiliary(i) auxiliary(ii) binary relation
on L, andC be a strict chain ofR. SupposeC is maximal andR satisfies strong interpolation
property. ThenRsatisfies SIC onC.

Let Rbe a binary relation and letC, y be sets. The functor SetBelow(R,C,y) is defined by:

(Def. 8) SetBelow(R,C,y) = R−1({y})∩C.

The following proposition is true

(18) For every binary relationRand for all setsC, x, y holdsx∈ SetBelow(R,C,y) iff 〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈R
andx∈C.
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Let L be a 1-sorted structure, letR be a binary relation on the carrier ofL, and letC, y be sets.
Then SetBelow(R,C,y) is a subset ofL.

One can prove the following propositions:

(19) LetL be a relational structure,R be an auxiliary(i) binary relation onL, C be a set, andy
be an element ofL. Then SetBelow(R,C,y)≤ y.

(20) Let L be a reflexive transitive relational structure,R be an auxiliary(ii) binary relation
on L, C be a subset ofL, andx, y be elements ofL. If x ≤ y, then SetBelow(R,C,x) ⊆
SetBelow(R,C,y).

(21) Let L be a relational structure,R be an auxiliary(i) binary relation onL, C be a set, and
x be an element ofL. If x ∈ C and 〈〈x, x〉〉 ∈ R and sup SetBelow(R,C,x) exists inL, then
x = supSetBelow(R,C,x).

Let L be a relational structure and letC be a subset ofL. We say thatC is sup-closed if and only
if:

(Def. 9) For every subsetX of C such that supX exists inL holds
⊔

L X =
⊔

sub(C) X.

Next we state three propositions:

(22) LetL be a complete non empty poset,Rbe an extra-order binary relation onL, C be a strict
chain ofRsatisfying SIC, andp, q be elements ofL. Supposep∈C andq∈C andp< q. Then
there exists an elementy of L such thatp < y and〈〈y, q〉〉 ∈ Randy = supSetBelow(R,C,y).

(23) LetL be a lower-bounded non empty poset,Rbe an extra-order binary relation onL, andC
be a non empty strict chain ofR. Suppose that

(i) C is sup-closed,

(ii) for every elementc of L such thatc∈C holds sup SetBelow(R,C,c) exists inL, and

(iii) Rsatisfies SIC onC.

Let c be an element ofL. If c∈C, thenc = supSetBelow(R,C,c).

(24) Let L be a non empty reflexive antisymmetric relational structure,R be an auxiliary(i)
binary relation onL, andC be a strict chain ofR. Suppose that for every elementc of L
such thatc∈C holds sup SetBelow(R,C,c) exists inL andc = supSetBelow(R,C,c). Then
Rsatisfies SIC onC.

Let L be a non empty relational structure, letRbe a binary relation on the carrier ofL, and letC
be a set. The functor SupBelow(R,C) is defined as follows:

(Def. 10) For every sety holdsy∈ SupBelow(R,C) iff y = supSetBelow(R,C,y).

Let L be a non empty relational structure, letRbe a binary relation on the carrier ofL, and letC
be a set. Then SupBelow(R,C) is a subset ofL.

One can prove the following propositions:

(25) Let L be a non empty reflexive transitive relational structure,R be an auxiliary(i) auxil-
iary(ii) binary relation onL, andC be a strict chain ofR. Suppose that for every elementc of
L holds sup SetBelow(R,C,c) exists inL. Then SupBelow(R,C) is a strict chain ofR.

(26) LetL be a non empty poset,Rbe an auxiliary(i) auxiliary(ii) binary relation onL, andC be
a subset ofL. Suppose that for every elementc of L holds sup SetBelow(R,C,c) exists inL.
Then SupBelow(R,C) is sup-closed.

(27) LetL be a complete non empty poset,Rbe an extra-order binary relation onL, C be a strict
chain ofRsatisfying SIC, andd be an element ofL. If d∈SupBelow(R,C), thend =

⊔
L{b;b

ranges over elements ofL: b∈ SupBelow(R,C) ∧ 〈〈b, d〉〉 ∈ R}.
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(28) LetL be a complete non empty poset,R be an extra-order binary relation onL, andC be a
strict chain ofRsatisfying SIC. ThenRsatisfies SIC on SupBelow(R,C).

(29) LetL be a complete non empty poset,Rbe an extra-order binary relation onL, C be a strict
chain ofR satisfying SIC, anda, b be elements ofL. Supposea ∈C andb ∈C anda < b.
Then there exists an elementd of L such thatd ∈ SupBelow(R,C) anda < d and〈〈d, b〉〉 ∈ R.
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